Where opportunity meets technology

For innovators facing the daunting challenges of making their idea real, the space between if and how can feel so vast. For those brave enough to forge their own path, Arrow is here for the how.

Five Years Out

Welcome to the tangible future.

The people who live and work here know that new technologies, new materials, new ideas and new electronics will make life not only different, but better. Not just cheaper, but smarter. Not just easier, but more inspired.

Five Years Out is a way of thinking to bridge the gap between what’s possible and the practical technologies to make it happen.

Bridging the space between if and how

Arrow Electronics guides innovation forward for thousands of leading technology manufacturers and service providers. With 2023 sales of $33 billion, Arrow develops technology solutions that help improve business and daily life.

Our broad portfolio that spans the entire technology landscape, helps customers design, distribute and deploy forward-thinking products that make the benefits of technology accessible to as many people as possible.

Here for the How

Our expertise

Supply Chain

Arrow’s supply chain services are here to help you navigate solutions. We’re here for the how.

Learn more about supply chain

Design Engineering

Arrow’s engineering services can help you take your idea from imagination to innovation.

Learn more about design engineering

Aerospace and Defense

From men on the moon to unmanned aircraft.

Cloud

Reimagining the realm of the shapeless.

Data Center

Foretelling the next digital revolution.
Lighting
Redefining the luminosity scale.

Mobility
Tapping into untold potential.

Power Management
The power to innovate everything.

Security
Securing interests and possibilities.

Transportation
Innovation for the road ahead.

A global provider of technology products, services, and solutions
Our broad portfolio spans the entire technology landscape, helping customers create, make and manage forward-thinking products that make the benefits of technology accessible to as many people as possible.

Electronic components
Offering customers components to build their designs, in addition to engineering support, customized systems and technology platform solutions. We partner with customers to provide solutions that bring ideas to life and get end products to market faster.
Learn more about electronic components

Enterprise Computing Solutions
As a leader in global IT distribution, Arrow’s global enterprise computing solutions business helps vendors and IT providers grow. We provide deep technical expertise, innovative, real-world solutions and digital platforms that help accelerate growth.
Learn more about Enterprise Computing Solutions

Intelligent Solutions
Arrow’s Intelligent Solutions business has been building and integrating technology solutions for over 20 years. We enable and support the full lifecycle—from ideation, development, prototyping, and new product introduction, to manufacturing and global distribution.
Learn more about Intelligent Solutions

Company Profile

ARW (NYSE) Ticker symbol
109 Fortune Ranking
27,000+ Employees Worldwide
1975 Founded
1986 Incorporated
1981 Public

Download Arrow’s fact sheet

Executive Leadership and Board of Directors

Arrow’s Executive Leadership
Arrow’s Board of Directors

Our featured stories

An affordable smart home
Nov 2021
Arrow is helping Habitat for Humanity of Metro Denver develop a new community of affordable homes that for the first time will feature innovative smart home technologies.
Read More

Electrifying motorbike performance
Nov 2021
Arrow is helping Singapore startup Ojyla develop a new battery ecosystem for electric motorbikes across the region.
Read More

Improving water quality with data
Mar 2023
Arrow and start-ups are helping young entrepreneurs in India improve water quality and public health with a smart IoT sensor package enhanced by AI.
Read More

Possibilities through prosthetics
Mar 2023
How Unlimited Tomorrow is changing the lives of individuals without limits.
Read More

SEE MORE STORIES

Environmental, Social, and Governance

At Arrow, doing good is good for business and our global community. We monitor and manage our environmental, social, and governance (ESG) impacts, and we work closely with stakeholders to help create a better tomorrow and to assure the long-term sustainability of our company.
Careers at Arrow

Innovation: Powered By You